advantages

A program consisting of culture-based language instruction and complementary literary courses. Overall class sizes are small and personal, with plenty of individual contact with instructors.

- Two years of language instruction with advanced study available
- Minor in Czech language, literature, and culture
- Numerous opportunities and funding for study abroad and continuing language studies

For more information, please visit www.lsa.umich.edu/slavic
The University of Michigan is one of a very few US institutions with a Czech program. It offers the opportunity to explore the intricacies of Czech language as well as literature from famous Czech authors. Students may earn a Czech Minor and, in addition, pursue their Czech interests through a popular CGIS study abroad program in Prague, exploring the captivating fabric of the Czech nation’s capital, its magnificent architecture, and centuries of a multi-ethnic culture. Highlights of Michigan’s Czech program include:

- **art and design of Czech modernism**
- **literature and poetry by world-famous authors**
- **legendary Czech New Wave Cinema and film animation**

**courses offered**

First and second year language courses (advanced study also available)
Czech Film (CZECH 315, Slavic 312)
Czech Literature (CZECH 484)
Czech Culture (SLAVIC 290, 470)